CAUSALITYAND ANALYTICITY
BY

Y. FOURES AND I. E. SEGAL
1. Introduction.
We treat an abstract version of a linear mechanical system, demonstrating
a connection between causality in the system and analyticity of its gain function. This function is in general merely Lebesgue
measurable;
it is suitably analytic if and only if the system is causal in the
sense that the future cannot influence the past. This result is for the "continuous" case in which the output is globally a continuous function of the input.
Systems described by partial differential equations with constant coefficients
will not in general be of this type, and we are led thereby to an examination
of the influence of causality in the "discontinuous"
case.
In strictly mathematical
terms, we investigate
a special type of unbounded operator on a Hilbert space of functions over a vector group, in
which a convex cone is distinguished.
All operators are required to commute
with group translations,
and are then characterized
by their gain functions,
which are defined on the dual group. We are concerned with the relationship
between the following two conditions on an operator: (a) it leaves the manifold of functions vanishing outside the cone invariant, and (b) its gain function can be extended to be (complex) analytic in the "tube" over the dual
cone. Our results are complete in the case of bounded operators and also in
the case of the Green's operator of a linear partial differential equation with
constant coefficients. In the latter case the two conditions are in turn closely
related to the condition that the equation be hyperbolic. In general, (a) and
(b) imply each other in the presence of simple side conditions which concern
the regularity of the operator and the growth of the analytic extension of
the gain. In particular,
an analytic function F(z) on the tube which grows
no more rapidly than exp (||z||a) for some <x< 1 is the analytic
gain of a closed causal operator.
By means of the causal operators we are able to treat

extension

of the

domains of dependence for arbitrary
continuous
linear operators commuting
with group
translations.
For any such operator T there is a unique minimal closed convex set D which acts as the support of T in the sense that if / vanishes outside the compact set A, then Tf vanishes outside A ®D.
The conceptual as well as the technical basis of the present work is due
primarily to Wiener (cf. [7; 9]), and secondarily to Bochner (cf. [l; 2]), who
extended relevant parts of Wiener's work on the Laplace transform from one
to n dimensions. Strong use of the Laplace transform in dealing with partial
differential equations, along lines related to our own use, is made by Leray
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[5; 6], and our result in this connection should be compared with that of
Girding [4], who made some use also of Laplace transforms.
2. Technical preliminaries.
For the purposes of the present paper, a
(mechanical) system is defined as a mapping T from one class 7 of functions
on a real vector group G to another such class 0; the elements of 7 are inputs,
those of O outputs. It will be assumed that G is causally oriented, by which is
meant that there is given in G a closed convex cone C with nonempty interior.
The term cone in the following will always refer to a cone of this particular
type. A system (or its operator) is said to be strongly causal if whenever two
inputs agree on a set of the form aOG (i.e., intuitively speaking, on the part
relative to a) for some a in G, then the corresponding outputs agree on this
set. The notation oOC here signifies the set [a —x: x£C]. A system (or its
operator) is homogeneous ii translation
of an input through a given vector
involves the same translation of the outputs, i.e. if 7 and 0 are invariant under
the translations
Ua, where (Uaf)(x) =f(x+a)
for any input/, and the equality

TUa=UaT

holds for all a in G.

A Hilbert system is one in which both 7 and 0 consist of a linear set of
square-integrable
functions on G to a complex Hilbert space 7^, the value
space of the system. All systems considered here will be of this type and it
will be further assumed always that the dimension of A^is (at most) countable.
The space 3C of all inputs or outputs is itself a pre-Hilbert space with respect
to the inner product (/, g)H=f0(f(a),
g(a))xda, where the subscripts "77" and
"K" indicate inner products in the respective spaces, and da is the element of
Lebesgue measure on G. A system is called continuous or closed respectively
if its operator, as an operator on a Hilbert space, is such, where, in the present
paper, a continuous operator will be taken to be everywhere defined (as well
as bounded)

and a closed

operator

will be taken

to be densely

defined

(as

well as to have a closed graph).
A closed homogeneous Hilbert system is characterized
by its gain function, this being the function T(') whose existence is asserted by
Theorem
1. Let 2 be a closed homogeneous Hilbert system with
group G, and value space A^. Then there exists a function T(') on
of G to the closed operators on A^, such that iff is in the domain of
denotes the Plancherel transform of f, then almost everywhere on G*,
the domain of T(a*), and the Plancherel transform of Tf is T(')F(-).
We recall that the Plancherel
equation

(or L2-Fourier)

transform

operator T,
the dual G*
T, and if F
F(a*) is in

of/ is given by the

F(a*)~ f a*(a) f(a)da,
J a

or more precisely, F(') is the 7>2-limit of {fCna*(a)f(a)da},
where {C„} is
an arbitrary monotone increasing sequence of compact sets in G which cover
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G. The proof of the theorem goes through successive stages, depending on
the properties of T, and begins with the case when T is bounded. Assuming
this and putting <1>for the operation of taking the Plancherel transform on

L2(G, AQ to L2(G*, A^) (where for any subset A of a vector group, L2(E, IQ
denotes the class of all square-integrable
functions from E to AQ, it follows
from the .homogeneity
of T that •I'Pd)-1 commutes with all multiplications
by characters, a*(a), on L2(G*, AQ. It therefore commutes with all operators
in the weakly closed ring generated by such multiplications,
and so (by the
well-known structure of this ring) with all multiplications
by bounded measurable functions on G*. The most general bounded linear operator of this sort
is well known to have the stated form, which is unique (modulo null sets)
and has the following properties needed later. For any two such operators,

S and T, these equations hold a.e.: (1) (S+T)(a*)=S(a*)
(2) (ST)(a*)=S(a*)T(a*),
(3) S*(a*) =S(a*)*.

+ T(a*),

Next suppose that Pis hyperhermitian
(i.e. = T*) and set T~J\dE\,
where
the resolution of the identity {E\} is normalized by requiring that E\+o=E\.
For each rational p, select a gain function Ep('), as is possible by virtue of
the preceding paragraph.
It follows from the properties listed shortly before
that for each fixed p, E„(a*) is for almost all a* a projection, and since only
countably many p are involved here, it is no essential loss of generality to
take E„(a*) to be a projection for all (rational) p. Now for an arbitrary pair
of rationals p and a with p>a, it is easily seen that Ef(a*)^E,(a*)
a.e.,
and again it may be assumed that this is the case for all a*. Now setting,
for arbitrary real X, E{ (a*) = 09>\E„(a*), it is straightforward
to verify that
for each a*, {E\ (a*); — oo <X < oo } is a normalized resolution of the identity,
so that J\dE\ (a*) determines for each a* a hyperhermitian
operator T'(a*)
on A^. It will be now shown that P'(') can serve as the T(') of the conclusion of the theorem.
Note first that E{ (•) is a gain function for E\, for all X. For if {p„} is a
sequence
of rationals
decreasing
monotonely
to E\, which implies

monotonely
to X, then {-Ep„} decreases
that {EPn(a*)} decreases monotonely
to

(E\(a*)), for almost all a* (using the result, valid for A^-valued functions by
the same proof as for complex-valued
ones, that a convergent sequence in
L2(G, AO has a subsequence
that converges pointwise a.e.). It follows that
a.e. E\ (a*) = E\(a*). From this result it is straightforward
to deduce that
if T is a finite linear combination
of mutually orthogonal projections, then
the T'(') obtained above is a gain for P. Now if P is bounded, the same result follows by an approximation
argument.
Specifically, it is no loss of
generality to take P to be self-adjoint, say P~/XdEx,
where {E\} is a normalized resolution of the identity. Let {\pn} be a sequence of step functions
which converges
uniformly
to the identity
function
over the interval
[-||P||,
||P||], and set P„ = f\pn(\)dEx. By what was proved above, Tn(a*)

=f^n(y)dE\(a*)

a.e. For an arbitrary/

in L2(G, AQ, clearly Tnf—>Tf,so that
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(«,•), 7 ni(a*)F(a*)-+T(a*)F(a*)

a.e. Now —||P||7tf ^P^||r||7H,
and as A =73 for bounded self-adjoint A and
B if and only if A —B = C2, with C bounded and self-adjoint, it follows that
a.e. -\\T\\lK^T(a*)$\\T\\lK,
i.e. a.e. ||r(a*)|| g||P||. It follows that, a.e.,
{Tni(a*)} converges uniformly to J\dE\(a*),
i.e. to T'(a*), showing that
T'(') has the stated property.
For an arbitrary hyperhermitian
T, set Pn=/c„(X)rfPx, where c„ is the
characteristic
function of the interval (— n, n), and let/be
arbitrary in the
domain of T. Then T„f—*Tf, so that for an appropriate subsequence
{«,} of
the integers, a.e.

j cni(X)dEUa*)y(a*) - (^Tf)(a*).
It follows that, a.e., F(a*) is in the domain of T'(a*), and that T'(')F(')
is
the Plancherel transform of Tf. Thus T'(') is a gain function for T.
Finally let T he an arbitrary closed operator. As is well known, it has a
polar form T=AU
with A hyperhermitian
and U partially isometric, and
with both of these operators commutative
with every unitary operator with
which T is. In the present case this implies that A and U are homogeneous
and hence have gains, A(-) and U('), in accordance with the preceding.
Putting T(a*) =A(a*) U(a*), then T(a*) is a closed operator a.e., as A (a*) is
evidently hypermitian,
U(a*) is bounded a.e., and the product of a hyperhermitian with a bounded operator is closed. Now if/ is in the domain of T,

then ($>Tf)(a*)=(3>AUf)(a*)=A(a*)($Uf)(a*)
Corollary

a.e.=A(a*)U(a*)F(a*)

1.1. If T is normal, its gain function

a.e.

T( •) can be assumed to

have normal values and to have the property that for any Baire function
has the gain yp(T(')).
With these conditions the gain of T is unique.

yp, yp(T)

It suffices to consider the case when T is hyperhermitian,
as the normal
case then follows from examination of the real and imaginary parts of T. Let
Q be the class of all bounded Baire functions ypfor which the stated conclusion
concerning yp is valid. By an argument similar to the one used above in obtaining the existence of a gain function for (hyperhermitian)
T, Q is closed
under bounded pointwise convergence.
From the construction
of T( •), it is
clear that(J?contains[all step functions. It results that Q consists of all bounded
Baire functions. By another use of an argument similar to the one mentioned
the conclusion of the corollary is proved for arbitrary yp.
To show uniqueness,
let Pi(') and T2(m) be gains for T satisfying the
given conditions.
Then c„(Pi(*))
and cn(T2(m)) are gains for the bounded
operator c„(T), so that a.e. cn(Ti(a*)) =c„(P2(a*)). It is easily deduced from

this that Ti(a*) = T2(a*) a.e.
Example
1. Let T be the closure of a partial differential operator involving m+n
independent
variables
X\, • • • , xm and yi, • • • , yn, and with
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coefficients that are independent of Xi, • • • , xm. The gain of P, relative to
the vector group of all (xlt x2, • ■ ■ , xm), is a function of the m variables
x{, x{, • • ' , x'mdual to the xlt x2, ■ ■ • , xm, with values in the closed operators on the space of square-integrable
functions of yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ , ynExample
2. If P is a convolution operator on L2( — oo, oo), /—>/ * k, with
k in Lx( — °o, oo), the gain of P is the Fourier transform of k. It is clear from
the existence of the Laplace transform that if k vanishes for negative values,
i.e. in intuitive terms Tf at any "time" depends only on the "past" of/, then
the gain can be extended to a half-plane so as to be analytic and bounded.
3. Continuous systems. In this section it is shown that the influence of
an assumption of causality on an arbitrary continuous homogeneous system
is essentially the same as in the special case just described. The converse is

also valid.
Theorem
2. A continuous homogeneous system is causal with respect to a
cone if and only if its gain admits a bounded analytic extension to the tube over

the dual of the cone.
We recall and introduce some pertinent definitions. The dual of a cone C
in a vector group G is the cone C* in the dual G* of G consisting of the vectors
x* in G* such that x*(x) SiO for all x in C. The tube V over a set D in G is the
set of all complex vectors of the form x-\-iy with x in D and y in G*. The
spine of V is the subset iG* (when the origin is in D). The spine is then
canonically isomorphic with G*, and via this isomorphism the gain of the
system determines a function on the spine. It is convenient to call this latter function the gain also, it being either immaterial or clear from the context
in the following which version of the gain is meant. A function (f>on the interior r° of r is said to extend a function 4>aon the spine, or to have the boundary values 4>oon the spine, if lim*^ <f>x=<po,where: <f>xis the function on the
spine given by the equation <px(iy) =<p(x-\-iy); x—>0 through values in C; and
lim* denotes the star-limit relative to Lebesgue measure on G*, i.e. a function
such that every subsequence
has again a subsequence converging a.e. to it.
An operator-valued
function <pis said to be analytic if (<p(z)f, g) is a (complex)
analytic function in the usual sense, for all vectors / and g in the Hilbert
space on which the operators act.
A Hilbert system (or its operator) is said to be causal with respect to a
cone C if: (1) whenever an input vanishes except on a set of the form a®C,
then so also does the corresponding
output; (2) the collection of all such
inputs spans L2(a®C). While condition (2) is automatic in the case of a
continuous system, it is essential in the case of a closed system, as otherwise
condition (1) may be trivially satisfied. It is easily seen that a strongly
causal operator is necessarily causal. From a general mathematical
viewpoint
causality appears to be a more useful notion than strong causality, but for
continuous systems the two concepts are equivalent. A closed homogeneous
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causal operator in L2(G) is easily seen to be the closure of its restriction to
the subset of its domain consisting of those inputs that vanish on a set of the
form aQC, for some a in G, and so in a sense does not depend on the infinite
past.
Lemma 2.1. ^4 continuous Hilbert system is strongly causal if and only if it
is causal.

Proof. For the "if" part it must be shown that if/ vanishes on aOC, then
so also does Tf. Putting C° for the interior of C, it is obvious that the complement D of aOC in G is covered by the x©C°, with x in D. By Lindelof's
theorem there is a countable covering of D by the x©C°. It follows readily
that there exists a sequence {/„} in 3C, each member of which vanishes outside a finite union of the x©C°, and which converges to the given function/.
Now if/„ vanishes outside Ui(x,©C°),/n
can be put in the form/„=
Y*gh
with gi vanishing outside x<+ C° and square-integrable.
Since Tf= Y<Pgi
and Tgi vanishes a.e. outside Xj©C° by causality (the boundary of XjffiC0
having measure zero because of the convexity of x; + C°), it follows that Tfn
vanishes outside of U,(x,©C°). Hence Tfn vanishes outside of D, and from
the continuity of T it results that Tf vanishes outside D. The proof of the
"only if" part is easy and is omitted.
Proof of theorem. Let / be an input and vanish outside C; for the "if"
part of the theorem it must be shown that Tf also vanishes outside C. Let F
be the Laplace transform of /, i.e. the function on the tube T0 over C*°
given by the equation

F(z) = I exp ( —z-a)f(a)da,
J c
where we write z-a instead of z(a) and uniquely define z(a) for complex
vectors 2 by requiring linearity in z. Let 0 be the bounded analytic extension
to the tube T0 over C*° of the gain <poof T. Let 3C' be the collection of all
A^-valued analytic functions L on T0 such that fa'\\L(x+iy)\\2dy
is uniformly
bounded for all x in C*°, where a Aj-valued function L is analytic if (L( •), k)
is for every k in AC a complex-valued
analytic function in the usual sense.
(The measurability of ||L(x+iy)||
results from the separability of ACtogether
with the formula ||L(z)|| = sup | (7,(2), k)\, the sup taken over all k in the
unit sphere of AC-) It is well-known for the case that ACis 1-dimensional that
3C' consists of all the Laplace transforms
of inputs that vanish outside C,
and it is readily deduced from this that the same is true for arbitrary ACBy expansion into an orthonormal basis it can be seen that <p(z)F(z) is an
analytic function on r°, from which it follows that it is in 3C'. It is therefore
the Laplace transform of an element g of 00.which vanishes outside C.
A simple computation
based on the Plancherel theorem shows that the
Laplace transform of g has boundary values on the spine in the sense of Hilbert
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space convergence, and hence also in the sense defined above involving star
convergence (the usual proof that mean convergence implies star convergence applies equally well to Aj-valued functions) which coincide a.e. with the
Plancherel transform of g (with the canonical identification of the spine of T
with G*). By the same token the boundary values of F are given by the
Plancherel transform of/. Thus Fx (where Fx(iy) = F(x+iy))
is star convergent to Ao, <Pxis star convergent
to <po, and <px(')Fx(') is star convergent
to
the Plancherel transform of g. It results that this transform
is <t>o(')Fo('),
i.e. g = Tf. In particular,
Tf vanishes outside C.
In presenting the "only if" part of the proof, we assume to begin with
that A^ is 1-dimensional. Let the operator P of the system be causal, so that
as noted above it leaves L2(C) invariant. For/ in Lx(G), let Aj be the operator

on the Hilbert space 3C of all inputs given by the equation

A/g =/ * g,

(/•*)(«)= f f(b)g(b->a)db;
J a

it is well known that Af is bounded and is in the weakly closed ring generated
by translations by the elements of G. Now if/and g are both in Lx(C)f\L2(C),

then

T(f *g)=TAjg=AfTl,=f

g * Tf. Denoting

the operation

*Tg which by symmetry
of taking

must also equal

the Laplace transform

by .£, it fol-

lows that ZiJ)Jl(Tg)=J!l(g)J[l(Tf). It results that the function £(Tf)/£(f),
which is well-defined and analytic at all points of T0 at which .£(/) does not
vanish, is independent of/ in Lx(C)r\L2(C). As for any point Zo in T0 there is
such an/whose Laplace transform does not vanish at zo (otherwise exp (— zo •a)
would give an element of L2(C) orthogonal to all such /, contradicting
the
density of Lx(C)P\L2(C) in L2(C)), it can be concluded that there exists a
function <f>
analytic everywhere in T0 and such that ^(P/)(z) =<p(z)(jQf)(z) for

all/ in Lx(C) or L2(C) and all z in T0. The equation holds actually for all/ in
L2(C), since the value of the Laplace transform of/depends
continuously on
/, relative to the A2-metric. By examining the boundary values of <f>(•) (jQj) (•)
on the spine as in the first part of the proof it can be deduced that <p has
boundary values on the spine which agree with the gain of P.
For the case that A^ is 1-dimensional,
it remains only to show that \f/ is
bounded in r°. For this purpose we require the following result, whose proof
uses a smoothing method also employed in [3] and [9].

Lemma 2.2. If F is analytic on T° and f0'\ F(x+iy)\
bounded for x in C, then for zEV

2dy is (uniformly)

| F(z) j ^ ess sup | F(iy) \ .
vEO'

When F is bounded in T0 the result is known (cf. [9]). For a general F,
form FN(z) = fo*F(z-\-iv)yf/N(v)dv, where \^y is proportional to the characteristic function of the compact neighborhood N of the origin in G*, via a con-
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stant chosen so that Ja'ypit(y)dy = l. Then it is easily seen that FN has the
same properties as F, and is bounded (by H^vHs-sup* (fa'\ F(x+iy)\
2dy)112),

so that for z£r°,
| FN(z) | ^ ess sup | FN(iy) | .

Choosing a sequence of 7\Ps with intersection equal to the origin, and taking
the limit superior on both sides of the preceding inequality, it is easy to con-

clude that | F(z) | ^ess supjgo'l F(iy) \.
Completion of proof. Let ei, e2, • • • , t„ be n linearily independent
in C, where n is the dimension of G, and set

vectors

F(z,e) = f[(l+ek-z)-\
k-l

where e stands for the set of vectors ei, e2, • • • , «„. It is easily seen that
P(*, e) is in the class 3C2of functions analytic in T° with fo\ F(x+iy)\2dy
uniformly bounded for x in C*°. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
| F(z, t)d>(z) | g ess sup | F(iy, e)d>(iy) | ,
»£«'

so that as 11+iek ■y \ ^ 1
| F(z, e)<b(z)| ^ ess sup I 4>(iy) \ .
v£G'

Letting e—*0, it results that <p(z) is bounded for z in Ta by || T\\.
Now let ACbe w-dimensional. Let x and y be arbitrary in AC. let/ be arbitrary in L2 (G), and set g = (T(x ®/), y), so that g is a complex-valued
function
on G well-defined modulo null sets. Now g is in 7>2(G) for putting h —T(x<Sif)
and expanding h in the orthogonal series h = Yihifi, where {/,•} is a maximal
orthonormal
set in 7L2(G) and the ht are in AC(but not necessarily orthogonal),

g= (h,y)=Y(hi,y)UThus\\g\\l=Yi\(Ky)|^|H|*I)i||A.-||,
=IWI,ll*ll*.
The mapping Tx,y: f—*g is thus a linear transformation
on L2(G), and the
foregoing estimates
show that ||Pr,v|| =||P||||x||||y||.
Since Tx,y is obviously
causal, it follows from the case in which ACis one-dimensional
that Tx,y has a
Laplace transform $x,y(z) (by which we shall mean the extension of its gain
to the tube over the dual cone) with bound not greater than |[P|l||x||||y||. As
$x,v(z) is a bounded form in x and y, it follows that there exists a unique
bounded linear operator <p(z) such that $x,y(z) —(4>(z)x, y), and this function
<t>clearly is the bounded analytic extension of the gain whose existence was

asserted.
4. Closed systems. In dealing with the case of unbounded homogeneous
operators, it will be assumed that the space ACof input values is one-dimensional, in order to avoid extraneous
complications.
In this case a closed
homogeneous operator is necessarily normal. In this section it is shown that
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if an operator is causal, its gain tends to have an analytic extension to the
tube over the dual cone. The main contents, however, are to the effect that
an analytic function on this tube which does not grow too rapidly is the
extension of the gain of some such regularly causal operator. It is clear that
some restriction on the growth of the function is necessary, e.g. the function
ez in the region 1R.(z)^0 is the extension of the gain of the noncausal operator
f(x)—*f(x + l). While our condition for an analytic function to be of the
stated type is probably not necessary, it is best possible of its kind and shows,
for example, that any analytic function in the region 1{(z) ^ 0 which grows
no faster than e|s|<*for some a<l is of this type.
Theorem
3. The gain of a closed homogeneous causal operator, whose domain contains at least one nonzero integrable function vanishing outside the
causal cone(x), admits an analytic extension to the tube over the dual cone.
Conversely, if <f>is analytic in the open tube over a proper cone C*, then <f>is
the extension of the gain of a closed homogeneous operator that is causal with respect to the dual cone C, provided \<f>(z)\^pe11*11",where p and a are constants
with a<l,
and \\z\\ is the usual unitary norm in n complex dimensions.

Let P be causal with respect to the cone C as well as closed and homogeneous. If/ is nonzero but otherwise arbitrary in A2(C)P\Dr, then putting
^for the operation of taking the Laplace transform, <p=J^(Tf)/J^JJ)
is readily
seen to be a meromorphic extension of the gain of P. Now if g is a nonzero
element of Lx(C)r\£)T, then conventional
Fourier analysis shows that

Tf*g=f*Tg,

whence £(!*/).£(*) =£(/)£(

7g). It results that ^(P/)/^(/)

=-C(7g)/-C(g)> so that all the -C(P/)/^(/)
are the same analytic function. As
L2(C)C\<DT is dense in L2(C), for any z in the tube over C there exists an
element/of
L2(C)r\OT such that £(f)(z) 9*0, as otherwise e~z'u, as a function
of u, would be orthogonal to A2(C)P\£>r. Hence <pis analytic throughout T0.
To prove the converse we employ a series of lemmas. Throughout these,
C* is a given

r° over

proper

C* and

cone;

satisfying

0 is a given

function

the inequality

ex*, ■ ■ ■ , e* is a fixed basis in
in G* with respect to this basis
(the complex linear extension
notes the space of all analytic

in the open

tube

\<f>(z)\iSpe'1*11" throughout

analytic

V;

the dual G* of G; (xlt ■ ■ ■ , xn) are coordinates
while (zlF • • • , z„) are coordinates in G*+iG*
of G*) relative to the same basis. 3C2(C*) defunctions F over T° for which

IIaII2= sup f
i£C*°

J G'

|P(*+ iy)\2dy

is finite.
0) This assumption is probably unnecessary, but it is satisfied by all specific reasonable
operators, and its use eliminates the need for a close examination at this point of the boundary
values of analytic functions of several complex variables. When G is one-dimensional, the lack
of necessity of the assumption follows from the fact that an analytic function in a circle is
determined by its boundary values on any arc.
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Lemma 3.1. Let C* be contained in the first octant [x£G*: x,-^0;
i = 1, 2, • • • , n}, and set F(z) = IJ"_ i exP (— $) >w'^ P a fixed number satisfy-

ing the inequality a </3 < 1. Then <pF is in 3C2(C*).
As <pF is analytic in the open tube over the first octant,
to verify the finiteness of the norm of <f>F.Now

f | (d>F)(x
+ iy) \*dy= p* f

J a'

Jo'

it is only necessary

f[ \ exp(-2zy)exp(2| z^dy

y-i

which shows that is is sufficient to prove the uniform boundedness

/|

for x>0 of

exp { —2(x + iy)s} exp {2 | x + iy \"}dy.
-00

Putting x+iy = reiB, \exp { —2(x+iy)e} | =exp { —2r&cosfid} ^exp { —2urfi},
where m=cos pV/2, so it suffices in turn to show the uniform boundedness of

I(x)=fZ„

exp {2ra-2urt}dy

for x>0.

Let e be a fixed positive number less than u, and let xo be such that
2ra<2er^, it being easily seen that such an x0 exists. Now for x>x0, 7(x)
^/"»
exp (-ar^)dy,
with a a positive constant, and as exp (—ar^) is monotone decreasing in x, it results that 7(x) g [/!!„ exp (— ar^)dy]x^Xo for x^x0.
On the other hand, for 0<x^x0,
it is clear that

7(x) g J

exp {2 | xo + iy \" — 2u \ y \0}dy < oo,

J -00

and so is uniformly

bounded.

Lemma 3.2. cp has boundary values <p(iy) on the spine such that

f |<Kx+ty) -<b(iy)\2dy-+0

J K'

as x—>0 through values in C*, for any compact subset K* of G*.
For any function yp on T°, let ypxdenote the function on G* given by the
equation
\px(iy) =yp(x+iy).
Now <pxFx is convergent
in L2(G*), as x—>0

through values in C*, where F is the function of the preceding lemma, and
Fx is convergent uniformly on every compact set to nonvanishing
values.
Taking quotients, it follows that <pxconverges to a function <poon iG* in the

fashion indicated.
The next lemma shows that the closed homogeneous
operator T with
gain <pois such that <DTr\L2(C) is dense in L2(C), and that moreover there

is a dense subset of DTr^L2(C) that is taken into L2(C) by T. This by no
means establishes the causality of T, however,
lemmas are required to complete the proof.

and in fact the remaining
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose C* is contained in the first octant. Let y be a real number satisfying the inequality 0 <y < 1, and let Oy be the collection of all elements

F of H2(C*) with the property that
j

|F(Z)|2exp(2||2|h<*y

is uniformly bounded for x in C*°. Then 3DTis dense in 3C2(C*).
Ii P£D7, then also Pu£©7
f\Fu(z)\2 exp (2||2||^y=/|P(2)|2

for all u in G*, where Fu(z) = F(z+iu), for
exp (2\\z-iu\\y)dy^f\
F(z)\2 exp (2||2||r

+ 2\\u\\y)dy.
It follows, taking the inverse Laplace transform, that the collection 6T
of all such transforms of elements of <Dyis invariant under the operation of
multiplication
by the function of x(£G), eiu", for all u in G*. This implies
that the closure £~ of £7 has the form L2(E) for some measurable subset
E of C, for it is well known that the weakly closed ring generated by all
such multiplications
on L2(G) consists of all multiplications
by bounded
measurable functions. The invariance of £7 under the multiplications
by
eivx implies the same invariance
for £~, which in turn implies that the
projection P on L2(G) with range E~ commutes with the multiplication
algebra of G(=algebra
of all multiplications
by bounded measurable
functions). As this algebra is maximal abelian in the algebra of all bounded
linear transformations
on L2(G), it results that P is itself the operation of
multiplication
by some bounded measurable function. As P is a projection,
this function is necessarily the characteristic function of some measurable set

E, which means that £~ =L2(E).
Now D7 is invariant under the transformation
F(z)—rF(z)e~a~* for a in C,
since the |e~°'*| ^1. This implies that £7, and hence also £~, are invariant
under the transformations f(x)—*f(x —a), aGC. It follows that E is invariant,
modulo the null sets, under the transformations
x—>x+o, aGC. To show that
E = C (modulo the null sets), and thereby complete the proof of the lemma,
it now suffices to show that there exists a sequence {x„} in C° such that
x„—>0 and with each x„ having an open neighborhood
N„ that is contained
in E. For if x is arbitrary
in C°, then x—xn is in C° for large n, so "that
x£x„eC°,
i.e. C°CU„(x„©G°).
Now xn®C° is covered by the a®Nn with
a in C°, and so, by Lindelof's theorem, by the {ank®Nn; k, n = l, 2, • • • },
with the a„k in C°. But by what has just been shown, if EZ)Nn (modulo null
sets), then also EZ)ank®Nn
(modulo null sets) for all n, k, and hence

EDUn,k(ank®Nn)=C°
(modulo null sets).
To show the existence of a sequence {x„} and corresponding neighborhoods {N„} with stated properties, note that the boundary values on iG*
of the function F(z) = U"=1 exp ( —zf) define an integrable function on G*. It
follows that the inverse Laplace transform/
of 7*"can be taken to be continu-
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ous everywhere. As FE'D-, by Lemma 3.1,/££7,
so that ilf(x)9*0 for some
x, then some neighborhood N of x is contained in E (modulo null sets). Hence
it suffices to show that/(xn)^0
for some sequence {xn} with x„—>0, x„£C°,
i.e. that / vanishes in no neighborhood U of the origin.
Employing an indirect argument, suppose that / vanishes in some such
neighborhood.
As/ has the form f(x) = YLl~ig(xi), where g is the (1-dimensional) inverse Laplace transform of e~z , it results that g vanishes in some
neighborhood
of zero, say on [ —e, e]. Hence the function gf given by the
equation g,(x) =g(x + e) vanishes for x<0, so that its Laplace transform is in
3C2(0, oo). This transform
is e"~' , so the following expression
must be

bounded for x>0:

I(x) = f

J _„,

On the other hand, putting
exp {2tx -

/OO

-to

Now if x>l,

\e"~z$\2dy.

r = \z\,
2r»}dy = 2e2tx j*% 00 e~2rlsdy ^ 2eUz I/% 00 e-2rl>dr.
J 0

J x

f~e-2<fidr>fx°rf>-le-2'fidr = (2B)-1e-2'fi, so that
I(x) ^ 8"1 exp {2ix - 2xP},

which is unbounded
as x—»oo.
The next lemma extends results of Paley and Wiener, notably from the
case of functions analytic in a closed half-plane to that of functions analytic
in an open half-plane. Part of its proof is a simplification of that of Paley

and Wiener.
Lemma 3.4. Let F be a function analytic in the open half-plane %&z)>0,
and with square-integrable
boundary values in the sense of local Lx-convergence
on the imaginary
axis. Suppose
that \ F(z)\ ^(p+|
A(z)| )P(z),
where
AG3C2(0, oo) and limr,M r~l\\og P(re*'«)| =0 uniformly in 9, \8\ <w/2. Then
FE3Ct(0, oo).
To be perfectly explicit about the assumption on the boundary values of
F, it is assumed that F admits an extension to the closed half-plane such

that F(iy) is Lebesgue-measurable
as a function of y, fl „ | F(iy) \ 2dy is finite,
and /f | F(x+iy) —F(iy) \ <fy—>0as x—*0 through positive values, for all finite

a and 8.
Now let / be the inverse Plancherel transform of the function F(iy), and
put P+ and A_ for the Laplace transforms of /+ and /_, respectively, where
f+=fc and /_=/(l— c), c being the characteristic
function of (0, oo). Now
F+(z) is analytic for 'R.(z) >0 and has boundary values in the sense of local
7,i-convergence on the imaginary axis, while P_ is analytic for R(z) <0 and
has the same type of boundary
values on the imaginary
axis; the functions
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represented by these boundary values are respectively the Plancherel transforms of/+ and/_. Putting Fx = F—F+, Fx is analytic in the right half-plane
and has boundary values in the sense of local Li-convergence on the imaginary axis which define the Plancherel transform of /_. Thus the boundary
values of Fx, as x—>0 through positive values, agree a.e. with those of P_ as
x—>0 through negative values. It follows from the reflection principle that
P_ is the analytic continuation
of Pi. [This is stated e.g. in Titchmarsh's
Theory of functions for continuous boundary values, but the proof applies
equally well to the case of boundary values in the sense of local ii-convergence. ] Thus Pi can be extended to an entire function. Now P+ is in 3C2(0, °o),
and Pi is easily seen to satisfy the same conditions as those assumed for F
and hence it may now be assumed that P is entire.
Let e be an arbitrary positive number, and let F,(z) = JlF(z-\-iu)du.
As
Fe on the imaginary axis is the convolution of the characteristic
function of
(— e, 0) with the function whose value at y is F(iy), it is both square-integrable and bounded on the imaginary axis. Also | F,(z) | ^ {/oM+1 K(z-\-iu) \ du}
■supo£uSt\ (P(z+iu)\^e1l2(p
+ \\K\\2)Q(z), with limrw-^log
(?(*)|=0
uniformly in 0 =arg z, since limr<00 r/\ z-\-iu\ = 1 uniformly in 6. Since F, is entire,
it can be concluded from the Phragmen-Lindelof
theorem that P« is bounded
in the half-plane 'R.(z)^0. Consequently
(l+ez)-1Pf(z)
defines a function in
3C2(0, oo), so that

fi
I

Ft(z) 2
—— dyg

.y _„ 11 + «2

r-i
I

F.(iy) '
. dy.

J _„ 11 + eiy

As t—>0, Fe(iy)—>F(iy) in the sense of convergence
in L2(— oo, oo) and
(1 +ejy)_1 remains bounded and converges everywhere, from which it follows
readily that the right-hand expression in the preceding inequality converges

to /".

| F(iy) 12dy. Applying

Fatou's

lemma to the left-hand

expression

it

results that fl m\ F(z) \ Hy £ fl . | F(iy) \ *dy.
The next lemma is essentially

a special case of the extension

of the pre-

ceding lemma to the case when the group G is »-dimensional.
While this
complete extension could be proved along generally similar lines, the proof
would require a relatively involved examination
of the boundary values of
functions of several complex variables which can be avoided in the present
case because of the precise information available concerning the boundary
values of the functions of class 3C2.

Lemma 3.5. Let <p be analytic in the open tube over the first octant Cn in ndimensional space, and satisfy there the inequality \<f>(z)\^pe11*!1", a<l.
Suppose that F is in JC2(C„) and that <b(iy)F(iy) is square-integrable on G*

(i.e. on the spine of the tube). Then <f>Fis in 3C2(C„).
For n = 1, this follows from the preceding lemma. As the basis of an induction proof, assume the conclusion is valid when dimension G=n —1, and con-
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F in 3C2(C„*)has a representation

of the form

F(zi, ■■■, z„) = I

exp ( — Y ZiuAf(ui, ■• ■, un)du,

where /£L2(C„).
From the Plancherel
theory it results that fe-*"1"1
■f(ui, • • • , un)du=g(yi,
u2, • • • , un), exists in a mean sense and isasquareintegrable function of ylt w2, • • • , ««, By the Fubini theorem, for almost
all fixed yi, g(yi, u2, • ■ • , un) is square-integrable
as a function of u2, ■ • • , un,
so that its Laplace transform F(iyu z2, • • • , z„) is in 3C2(C„*_i),for almost all

yi.

Now as </>F0£3C2(C„*),where

F0(z) = n?-i

<?(iy, 22, • • • , 2„) can be defined for almost

exp

(-zf),

a<8<l,

all yi in such a way that

it is

analytic
and (<t>F0)(iyi, z2, • ■ ■ , zn)=<p(iyi, z2, • ■ ■ , z„)F0(iyi,
z2, • ■ • , zn).
It is easily verified that \<p(iyi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn)| ^p' exp {||(z2, • • • , 2B)||"}.
Now T^^yi, z2, • • • , zn) is in 3C2(C*-i) for almost all yx. <p(iyi, z2, • • • , zn)

has as its boundary values on the spine of the tube over C*-i, for almost all
fixed yi, <p(iyi, iy2, ■ ■ • , iyn), and the corresponding
boundary
values of

F(iyi, z2, • • • , z„) are T^fyi, iy2, • • • , iyn). By the Fubini theorem, for almost all fixed yi, <p(iyi, • • • , iyn)F(iyi, • • • , iyn) is square-integrable
as a
function of y2, • • • , y„. Hence by the induction hypothesis, for almost all
fixed yi, <p(iyi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , z„)F(iyi, z2, ■ ■ • , z„) is in X2(G„*_i). This means in

particular
I

that

| <b(iyi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn)F(iyu

^

z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn) \2dy2, ■ ■ ■ , dyn

I I <t>(iyi, iyn, ■ ■ ■ , iy«)F(iyi,

iy2, • • • , iyn) \2dy2, ■ ■• , dyn

for almost all yx. Integrating
both sides of this inequality
and applying the Fubini theorem again, it follows that

J

with respect

to yi

| <t>(iyi,z2, ■ ■■ , Zn)F(iyu z2, • • ■ , z„) \2dyi

is finite for almost all y2, • • • , y„, for fixed values of x2, • ■ • , x„ (z,=xi+iyi).
From this it is easy to conclude that <p(zi, 22, • • • , zn)F(zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , z„), as a
function of Zi for fixed z2, • • • , z„, satisfies the conditions of the preceding
lemma provided (y2, • • • , y„) is not in the proscribed null set. This implies
I | <t>(zuz2, ■ ■ ■ , zn)F(zi, ■ ■ • , zn) \2dyi

^

I

| <p(iy\,z2, ■ ■ • , zn)F( iyi, z2, • • • ,z„) \2dyh
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again for (y2, • • • , y„) outside the proscribed null set. Integrating
of this inequality with respect to y2, • • • , y„, it results that
|

both sides

| <f>(zi,• • • , zn)F(zi, ■ ■ ■ , zn) \*dyi, ■■ ■ ,dyn

^

I

| <t>(iyu z2, ■ • ■ , zn)F(iyi,

and integrating an earlier inequality
expression in turn is

z2, • • • , z„) \2dyu • • • , dyn,

with respect to yi, it follows that this

^ I | <t>(bi, *>2,• • • , iyn)F(iyi, iy2, ■■■ , iyn) \*dyi, ■ ■, dy„,
which is finite by assumption.
Lemma 3.6. The conclusion of Lemma 3.5 remains valid if Cn is replaced
by any cone spanned by n (linearly independent) rays.
If Ci, • • • , e„ is any set of linearly independent
vectors in G and
C= [x: x= Yi a>ei< «> = 0 (* = 1, • • • , «)], the transformation
/—»g, where
/(zi,

• • • . Zn) = g(zic*+

• • • + zne»*).

{d*} being a basis dual to {«<}, is easily seen to map 3C2(C„*)onto 3C2(C*).
As all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5 are preserved under this transformation,
Lemma 3.6 is a direct consequence.
Lemma 3.7. Lemma 3.5 remains valid if Cn is replaced by an arbitrary
cone.

If C is an arbitrary

proper cone, its dual contains

n rays, and by the preceding

lemma,

proper

cones Co* spanned

by

<f>FG3Cv(Co*), so

J | (4>F)(z)
\2dy^ j | (<pF)(iy)
\2dy
as long as x£C*°. But every point in C*° is contained in some C*°, so making
use of separability, the preceding inequality holds as long as x is in C*°.
Theorem 3 now follows at once from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7.

5. Partial differential equations with constant coefficients. A special case
of particular interest is that of the Green's operator of a linear partial differential equation with constant coefficients. The Fourier transform of such an
operator is the operation of multiplication by the reciprocal of a polynomial,
whose zeros form a set of measure zero, and it results that the Green's operator can thereby be formulated as a closed homogeneous operator on L2(G).
It is reasonable to expect a connection between hyperbolicity of the equation
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and causality of the Green's operator. It is also plausible that in the elliptic
case there is no cone with respect to which the operator is causal. That both
of those expectations are sound is indicated by the following general result,
which should be compared with the work of Garding [4] and Leray [6]. In
this work there is no unique operator on a specific linear space in terms of
which causality questions can be formulated,
and the strict Hilbert space
domains of operators do not play a role, but these authors use the Laplace
transform in a spirit similar to the present use.

Theorem 4. Let G be a real vector group and p a polynomial function on the
dual G*. The closed homogeneous operator on L2(G) whose gain is the inverse of
p is causal with respect to a proper cone C in G if and only if p has no zeros in
the open tube over the dual of C.
The "only if" part is clear from the proof of the direct part of Theorem 3,
the boundary value complications
not arising because the functions involved
are polynomials. To prove the "if" part, let p be a polynomial with no zeros
in the open tube T0 over the dual C* of C, and let P be the closed homogeneous
operator on L2(G) whose gain is the inverse of p(iy). To prove that P is
causal it suffices, by the arguments used in the proofs of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7,
to consider the case when C is the first octant. For e>0, let p« be defined by
the equation
P*(l\,

22, • • • , Zn) = p(Zx +

t,Zt

+€,■■■,

Zn+

e).

Then the zeros of p« are at a distance of at least e from r°, so that p. is bounded
away from zero on r°. For if p€(z(n))—>0 with z(n)ET°,

Now for ||z|| large, p(z) is dominated

by its principal

then clearly

||z(n)||—>oo.

part, and it is thereby

sufficient to consider the case when p is homogeneous.
In this case the result
is clear.
Moreover, sup2(=r|p(z)/pe(z)|
is bounded by unity. In case »(=dimension of G) = 1, this follows by writing p(z) = IT?-i(z —«»')> so that ^(a;) ^0,
and p(z)/pt(z) = Ylt-i (z —a,)/(z+ € —«<); now (z —a,)/(z-|-e —a,) has for

<R.(z)^0 the form p/(p + e) with <RL(p)^0, and clearly
n>l

the result follows readily
p(z)
pt(z)

_

by induction,

p(zx, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn)

|p/(p + e)| gl.

For

writing

p(zx, z2 + 6, ■ • • , z„ + e)

p(zx, Zt + t, ■ • ■ , zn + e) p(zx + e, z2 + e, • • ■ , z„ + e)

Now let/ be in 0Tr\L2(C); it must be shown that TfEL2(C). Putting P
for the Laplace transform of/, this is equivalent to showing that if F(iy)/p(iy)
is square integrable over G, then P(z)/p(z)£3C2(C).
Now as p«(z) is bounded
away from zero for z in T0, F(z)/pt(z) is in 3C2(C), so that

J | F(z)/pt(z)\2dy^j\

F(iy)/p.(iy) \2dy.
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side of this inequality converges, by the Lebesgue
theorem and the boundedness
of p(iy)/p*(iy),
to

f\ F(iy)/p(iy) \ 2dy. Applying the Fatou lemma to the right-hand side now
shows that
j* | F(z)/p(z) \2dy g j

Corollary

| F(iy)/p(iy)

\2dy.

4.1. The Green's operator of the wave equation is causal with

respect to any of the corresponding light cones. The Green's operator of the Laplace
equation is causal with respect to no proper cone.

This is a matter of verifying the freedom from zeros and the presence of
zeros, respectively,
for the corresponding
second degree polynomials, in the
appropriate cones.

6. Domain of dependence of a continuous system. In this section a notion
of domain of dependence for continuous homogeneous operators on L2(G) is
treated. Such a domain is roughly a set D in G such that the value of the output at the point x of G depends only on the input at the points x —a, aGD,
and which moreover is minimal with respect to this property. The main result of this section is the existence of such a minimal set, when suitable
topological and convexity restrictions are imposed on the sets involved, and
the uniqueness of this minimal set. Somewhat stronger results could be obtained by using the spectral resolution for ideals in Li given by one of the
present authors, along lines due in part to A. Calderon, but it seems of interest to develop certain completely different techniques
not involving the
theory of normed algebras.
Another formulation of the notion of domain of dependence is due to
Leray, and involves some additional elements of structure. Its Hilbert space
properties and in particular its connection with the present domain are not

yet established.
A nucleus for a homogeneous operator T in L2(G, AC) is a closed convex
set N in G with the property that if/ is in the domain of T and vanishes outside the compact set A, then Tf vanishes outside A © N. A domain of dependence for T is defined as a minimal nucleus (if such exists).
Example.
Let / be integrable over G and let T be the operator on L2(G)
of convolution with /. Thus T is a continuous homogeneous operator. If /
vanishes a.e. outside the set P, then it is easily seen that the closed convex
hull TVof P is a nucleus for T. By the separability of G and the fact that a
countable union of null sets is a null set, there is a minimal set No arising
from sets P in this fashion. If/ is non-negative, it can be shown that furthermore A^ois a domain of dependence and is contained in every nucleus for T.
This result follows from the alternative characterization
of P as the intersection of all closed half spaces outside of which / vanishes a.e.
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Theorem 5. A continuous homogeneous operator T on L2(G) has a unique
domain of dependence, which is contained in every nucleus.
The proof depends mainly on the consideration

of the nuclear half-spaces

of P.
Lemma 5.1. A half-space 77 whose boundary contains the origin is a nucleus
for T if and only if T is causal with respect to —77.
To prove the "only if" part is to show that, given that 77 is a nucleus,
then Tf vanishes outside 77. Now any element / of 72(77) is the limit of a
sequence {/„} of elements of 7,2(77) which vanish outside compact subsets
Cn of 77, and Tf is then the limit of {P/„}. As H is nuclear for P, P/„ vanishes

outside Cn@H, and Cn®HEH®H=H.

Thus each P/n, and hence the limit

Tf, vanishes outside 77.
To prove the "if" part, it suffices to show that if P is causal with respect

to 77, then for any integrable/

in L2(G), Tf is in the span (in L2(G)) of the

U(a)f with a in H, where (U(a)f)(x) =f(x —a). For it follows from this that
if/ vanishes outside the measurable set A of finite measure, then Tf vanishes

outside A ©77.
Let g be an element of Lt(H) whose Fourier transform is bounded, so that
the operation S in i2(G) of convolution by g is everywhere defined and continuous. Taking g to be proportional to the characteristic
function of HC\ U,
where U is an open sphere around the origin, it is readily seen that Tf is a
limit of functions of the form TSf. It therefore suffices to show that TSf is
in the span of the translates of / by elements of H. Now TSf= T(g */) =h */,
where h = Tg. As P is causal, h is in L2(H). As the basis for an indirect proof,
assume now that h *f is not in the span of the U(a)f, aEH. Then there exists
an element k of L2(G) that is orthogonal to all the U(a)f, aEH, but not to

h*f.
The operation of convolation
(of elements of L2(G)) by the integrable
function / is continuous and has as its adjoint the operation of convolution

by f~, where /~(x) =/( -x). Therefore (h ./, *) = (h, f~ * k).
It is easily verified that (f~ * k)(a) is the complex conjugate

of (U(a)f, k),

which shows that (f~ * k)(a) =0 for a in 77. On the other hand, h(a) =0 for a
not in 77, as hELt(H). It results that (h, f~ *k) =0, yielding the contradiction that k is not orthogonal to /~ * k.
Proof of theorem. Let D be the intersection of all nuclear half-spaces of
the continuous homogeneous operator P. If A" is a nucleus, the same is true
of any half-space containing N, and as N is the intersection of such halfspaces, D is contained in every nucleus. To establish the theorem it therefore
suffices to show that D is itself a nucleus.
For any element u of G*, let co(m) be the g.l.b. of all extended numbers
a (real or + «>) for which the half-space 77= [x: u(x) ga] is nuclear. Then the
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half-space 77„= [x: «(x) ^w(u)] is likewise nuclear, whether proper (i.e. distinct from G and also from the empty set) or otherwise. In case Hu is proper,
this is true because every e-neighborhood of Hu is a nuclear half-space, and
whenever a closed convex set K has the property that K(BSt is nuclear for
all e-spheres 5« around the origin, then K is itself nuclear. To see this last
fact, note that if A is compact, then A ®K is closed, so that

n (A © K © S.) - A © K.

€>0

In case 77„=G, the conclusion is trivial. The only remaining alternative
is
that 7JU is empty, and in this case the conclusion follows from the fact that
in this case J" = 0. To prove this it suffices to consider the case when
«(Xi,

• • • ,X„)=X!.

If f(xi, • ■ • , x„) is in L2(G), then for almost all Xi, /(x2, • • • , x„) is in
AC=7/2(7?n_1), where 7? is the additive

group of the reals, and defining/'

on 7?

by the equation

f'(xi) = f(xh ■■■),
then the correspondence/—*/'
is unitary on L2(G) to L2(R, AC). The operator
T is carried thereby into a continuous homogeneous operator T' on i2(7?, AC),
and the nuclear property for the half-spaces [x: Xi^a], relative to the operator T on L2(G), implies the same property for the rays [xi: Xi^a], relative
to the operator T' on L2(7?, AC)- This in turn implies that (— oo, 0) is nuclear
for V(a)T', where V(a) denotes the operation of translation
through —a. It
follows readily from Lemma 5.1 that (0, oo) is causal for V(a)T', the only
point being that the lemma is valid for AC-valued inputs as well as for complex-valued ones, this fact following by a slight variation of the proof of the
^only if" part of the lemma. The extension of the gain of V(a)T' to the right
half-plane is therefore bounded by || F(a)r'|| =|| J"||. On the other hand if <p
is the gain of V, then

e-a<»d>(iy) is that

for x>0

real a. It follows, letting

r=o.

and arbitrary

of V(a)T,

so that

\e-<"<p(z)\ ^\\T\\

a-+— oo, that 0 = 0, so that

Now w has the following properties: (1) o)(yu) =yu(u) if y^O; (2) co(u+v)
So}(u) +o)(v). Property (1) can be verified directly. To verify (2), let a be a
common point of the boundaries of 77„ and 77,,, assuming for the moment
that 77„ and 77, are proper half spaces. Then both 77„Oa and 77,,Oa are nuclear for U(a)T. By Lemma 5.1, this means that U(a)T is causal with
respect to both 77„0a and 77„Oa. Now if a continuous homogeneous operator is causal with respect to two cones, it is causal also with respect to their
intersection. In particular, U(a)Tis causal with respect to (Hu-&a)r\(HvO-a)
= (HuC\Hv)Oa. The proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that if a continuous homo-

genous operator is causal with respect to a cone, then the cone is a nucleus
for the operator. Therefore, (H^Hv)0-a
is nuclear for U(a)T, which means
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that 77„fW„ is nuclear for P. Now in case one or both of 77„ and 77,, is an
improper half-space, it is trivial that HUC\HV is nuclear. Thus, in any case
the intersection of two nuclear half spaces is nuclear. Now it is clear that
[x:(u + v)(x) ^ o>(«) + «(»)] D [x:u(x)

^ «(«)] r\ [x:v(x) g u(v)].

As the set on the right-hand side of this inclusion relation is nuclear, so also
is the set on the left-hand side, which means that co(u-\-v) ^u(u)+o}(v).
From the definition of D, D = ("]<<
[x: u(x) ^w(m) ], and as « satisfies (1) and
(2), a>is the support function for D. For any «>0, C\U(HU®K,) is the convex
set [x: u(x) ^u(u)-\-e\\u\\],
and as «(«)-T-e||w|| is a convex function of u, it
is the support function of this set. On the other hand, it is well known to be
the support function of D®K,, and it results that [\u(Hu®Ki) =D®Kt.
Now let {g„} be a sequence of non-negative elements of L2(G) such that
gn vanishes outside A„ and fgn = l. Then for any/in
L2(G), g„ */—>/in L2(G).
Now Tf = limn T(gn */) =limn Tgn */. For any u in G*, Tgn vanishes outside
Hu®Ki, with e=n~1, so that it vanishes also outside C\u(Hu® A«) =D®K*.
It

results that if/vanishes
outside the compact set A, then Tgn */vanishes
outside A ®D®Kt. Hence Tf vanishes outside A ®D®Ki, for each e, and therefore also outside A ®D, by the same argument as in a similar situation above.
The argument above shows that if/ is integrable, then Tf is in the span
of the translates
of/ by the elements of A ®D®Ki,
for any e>0. It is not
clear whether this remains valid when/ is arbitrary
in L2(G), or when e = 0.
This holds however in an interesting special case.

Corollary
5.1. If the domain of dependence of the bounded homogeneous
operator T consists only of the point a, then T is translation by a, within multiplication

by a nonzero scalar.

It suffices to take the case a = 0. In this case the gain of P admits bounded
analytic extensions to the tubes over both the right and the left-hand spaces,
Xi>0 and Xi<0. By the reflection principle, these extensions form a single
analytic function. As it is bounded throughout
G®iG, it is, by Liouville's
theorem, a constant.
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